STOP DOW
End University Support for the war and militarism

DOW CHEMICAL CO., the "free World's" leading corporation in the art of genocide, is going to campus to recruit University students next Tuesday. Long a target of anti-war activity, Dow receives nearly $100 million in contracts from the Department of "Defense" each year to produce products such as 2,4-D (dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) and other ecologically disastrous herbicides with which the U.S. Army has destroyed nearly a fifth of the country-side of Vietnam and caused numerous malformed births and miscarriages among the Vietnamese people.

TODAY AT 3:00, we are going to go over to the Administration Bldg. to demand that President Fleming refuse to permit Dow Chemical to use University facilities next Tuesday to recruit here. Since he has refused to permit the Gay Liberation Front to use University facilities, we know Fleming has the power to make this decision. University support for the military must end. "If President Fleming's against the war, what the hell is Dow here for."

DOW CHEMICAL CO. FACT SHEET

---On June 10, 1969, the Saigon newspaper Tia Song reported numerous human birth defects in Tayninh province after repeated sprayings with 2,4,5-D and 2,4,5-T. In November, the Provisional Revolutionary Government reported that after heavy sprayings in Tayninh province during July 18-20, fifty children died. Months afterwards there was also a marked increase in miscarriages and malformed births.

---Dow also produces a herbicide called Tordon (picloram) which is used by the U.S. Army in Vietnam as a defoliant. Tordon is so toxic that the U.S. government does not permit its use within the United States.

---Although Dow was recently outbid in the contract to produce Napalm "B," the company continues to make the tanks and other components of Napalm Bombs. In addition, Dow recently began construction of a $50 million plant in Germany which will produce napalm. The plant will be owned by Dow Chemical's German affiliate, Badische-Dow, a joint venture of which Dow owns fifty percent.

---Dow operates the Rocky Flats, Colorado, Atomic Energy Commission facility which is the only plutonium processing plant in the United States. The facility also produces nuclear weapons components and assembles the warheads for the ABM and the multi-warhead Minuteman and Poseidon missiles.

---Of the top fifty executives of Dow Chemical, none are black, and none are women. University rules prohibit use of University facilities by corporations which discriminate.

Meet today at 3:00 in the Fishbowl to demand Fleming bar Dow Chemical Co. from recruiting here next Tuesday.